P.E.N.N.Y!
A penny is said to be worth just a cent
but that's not all it can represent.
The 'P' stands for Praise
Needed by all in so many ways.
The 'E' is for Encouragement,
Acknowledgement for effort spent.
The first 'N,' is for Needed,
Meaning vital to be completed.
The next letter, 'N', is for Now!
The timing is critical to allow
The shout of the final, 'Y',
A "YES!" with an enthusiastic cry!
These pennies are meant to be just a token
Of caring thoughts left unspoken.
Give them to support those around you
As a symbol of thanks for all they do,
Or just a reminder of a caring thought
Sent in hope that cheer will be caught.
You never know when this penny in hand
Will help someone unsure take a stand,
Bring light to a mind bound up in fear,
Console a heart that's shedding a tear.
Pennies, so simple, and seemingly small,
Use them generously sharing love to all
Take these pennies and spread them around
Knowing with them goodness abounds.
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